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EDUCATION

University of North Carolina at Charlotte (GPA 4.0/4.0) Charlotte, NC
Master of Science, Computer Science, Minor in Data Science Expected May 2023
SRM Institute of Science and Technology (Formerly SRM University) Chennai, TN, India
Bachelor of Technology, Computer Science Engineering May, 2021
WORK EXPERIENCE

Fidelity Investments Durham, NC, USA
Software Engineering Intern June 2022 - August 2022
● Collaborated with the team to perform unit testing and quality assurance tasks to check whether the software meets the

specifications listed in the acceptance criteria.
● Tested the performance of the database to determine the responsiveness of the application under extreme conditions using ORMB.
● Optimized the debugging workflow by adopting the use of PowerBi to analyze services’ run statistics and other ETL metrics in detailed

and simplified reports for the dashboard,reducing the debugging time by 50%.
Makera Chennai, TN, India
Full stack Developer (Part time) June 2020 - October 2020
● Engineered a seamless user experience by using complex and secure state management and a rich dashboard to navigate through the

application.
● Redesigned the front-end UI flow for the entire PWA using React and TailwindCSS and improved latency by 40% and integrated the

back-end services built on Flask and SQLAlchemy with a redis caching layer for efficiency which significantly reduced the load on the
database and cut down costs by $1,500.

PROJECTS

CryptoBOT - (prod live) link
● Launched a versatile program for live cryptocurrency market monitoring, complete with customizable price alerts.
● Implemented containerized services and webhooks for seamless communication between multiple Docker containers.
● Conducted customer surveys to optimize alert functionality, resulting in a 60% reduction in spam..
AlgoStrat (CryptoBOT extension)

● Developed an automated trading system with real-time market scanning, asset flagging, and user notifications for potential trades.
● Engineered a parallel algorithm using Java ExecutorService for efficient market data processing with thread-safe data structures. (ref)
● Constructed a scalable, microservice-based infrastructure using RabbitMQ and Kubernetes, enabling integration of complex pipelines.

(ref).
● Employed a test-driven approach with advanced logging for debugging, analysis, and time-based log storage using Logback and SLF4j.
Graph Implementation - Cable Communications at UNC Charlotte - link
● Devised an efficient graph data structure to optimize physical cable routing for network traffic using object-oriented Python.
● Designed a seamless API for updating node statuses and recalculating paths.
GoodReads Book Analysis Recommendation - link
● Conducted an in-depth analysis of the Goodreads dataset to identify relationships between various book attributes.
● Developed a predictive model for book ratings using linear regression and a recommendation algorithm based on K-means clustering,

taking into account users' reading history.
Relational Analysis of Country-Wise Economic Growth and Academic Qualification levels - link
● Performed a thorough data analysis to examine correlations between a country's GDP growth and the education levels of its citizens,

including primary, secondary, tertiary, bachelors, graduate, and doctoral degrees.

SKILLS

● Languages: Python, TypeScript, Java, HTML, CSS, Node.js, Docker, Node.js, PHP
● Data Libraries: Sci-kit learn, Pandas, NumPy, MatPlotLib, Seaborn, SciPy, Altair
● Frameworks and Libraries: Express.js, Next.js, Bootstrap, React.js, Spring boot, GraphQL, Redux,REST APIs, jQuery, Logback, SLF4j,
● Databases: MongoDB (NoSQL), SQLite, MySQL, Sequelize (JS ORM), Mongoose (JS ODM), Hibernate, JDBC
● Tools and Misc: MS Office, Jupyter Notebook, Postman, GitHub, npm, Scrum (Agile Methodology), Tableau, PowerBi, Oracle SQL

Developer, Jira, MS PowerApps, Unit Testing, Test Automation, Web Architecture Planning, SOA, Web Services, Web Application
Development, Linux, Computer Networks, Blockchain , AWS S3, EC2, ECS, Lambda, CloudFormation (AWS Cloud Services), OOPS,
JProfiler

Awards and Certifications

AWS Certified Developer - Associate [DVA-C01] - 960/1000
● Earned a certification demonstrating extensive knowledge of application life-cycle management, AWS service APIs, AWS CLI, SDKs,

container usage, and CI/CD pipelines, as well as the ability to develop, deploy, and debug cloud-based applications following AWS best
practices.

Fidelity No-Code Hackathon - (3rd place)
● Secured 3rd place in Fidelity's No-Code challenge by developing a "PILOT" app using no-code tools like MS PowerApps and AirTable,

enabling fellow interns to connect and learn.
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